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At present, the design of pile-anchor structures for deep foundation pits can be divided into the limit state control design of the
bearing capacity and the limit state control design in normal use (i.e., “deformation state control design”). Strength design focuses
on the strength control of supporting structures and rock-soil masses, while deformation design focuses on the deformation and
environmental impact control of supporting structures and rock-soil masses. However, since a rock-soil mass, especially a soil
mass, is a rheid, the strength control design process is not completely reliable, and the deformation control design is also required
when the rheological behavior is prominent. A pile-anchor structure can limit the deformation of supporting structures by
applying a prestress, with good technical and economic benefits; therefore, it has been widely used in the support engineering of
deep foundation pits. In this paper, the objective of the deformation state control of pile-anchor structures for deep foundation
pits, the corresponding stress level thresholds, and the determination of the bearing capacity checkpoint are studied based on the
strength parameters of the soil deformation state and by combining a theoretical calculation analysis of the stress mode of pile-
anchor structures, the calculations of previous engineering cases, and finite element simulation. Based on the depth of the plastic
zone of the soil in the built-in section of the foundation pit supporting the structure, the position of the deformation state
checkpoint of the soil in the built-in section inside the foundation pit is determined as one-third of the length hd of the built-in
section below the bottom of the foundation pit; the stress level threshold λ(2) corresponding to the slow, steady state is determined
as approximately 30%–60% based on the curve characteristics of the relationship between the deformation and the stress level of
the soil in the built-in section (1/3)hd below the bottom of the foundation pit. Based on the stress mode and deformation control
requirements of the anchorage section of the pile-anchor structure and the Mohr–Coulomb strength criterion, the deformation
state control design method of the pile-anchor structure is constructed by taking the deformation state bearing capacity at (1/3)hd
as the checkpoint and the stress level threshold λ(2) corresponding to the slow, steady state.

1. Introduction

Foundation pit support engineering is mainly used to
protect the construction of underground main structures, to
ensure environmental safety around foundation pits, and to
provide temporary support, reinforcement, protection, and
groundwater control measures for foundation pits. In ad-
dition, it provides the necessary construction space for the
underground structures of various buildings. With in-
creasing acceleration of urbanization, rapid development of

underground space utilization, construction of urban sub-
way squares and increasing excavation depth and scale of
foundation pits, the difficulty of foundation pit engineering
has become more prominent. Furthermore, these projects
are often concentrated in urban areas, requiring strict
control over the impact of the foundation pit deformation
on surrounding buildings. -erefore, a deep foundation pit
has the characteristics of a large excavation scale, substantial
depth and strict deformation control. As the requirements
for the displacement become increasingly strict, the
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traditional design method of stability control can no longer
meet the requirements of design and construction, and a
series of technical systems and standards must be applied in
terms of the construction concept, design method, con-
struction technology and process, test technology and
quality control.

In studies on the soil deformation state characteristics,
the soil deformation state refers to the characteristics of the
deformation state over time under different stress or load
levels. Vyalov [1] classified three critical stresses based on
the curve characteristics of the shear strain rate dc/dt and
shear stress τ: the relative elasticity limit state τk, the relative
flow limit state τr, and the complete failure state τf. Tan
Tjongkie [2] proposed a stress threshold corresponding to a
similar soil deformation state in view of the rheological
curve characteristics of weak overconsolidated clay. Cai and
Cao [3] analyzed the accumulated number of cumulative
plastic deformation events under a load (the number of load
events can be considered a variant expression of time)
through a dynamic triaxial test of clay and concluded that
the cumulative plastic deformation characteristics can be
divided into two categories: development and attenuation.
Werkmeister et al. [4] divided the cumulative plastic de-
formation into three stages from the viewpoint of stability:
plastic stability, plastic creep, and incremental failure.
Regarding studies on the determination method of the soil
deformation state, Liu [5] described the relationship be-
tween the cumulative plastic deformation rate f(N) and
cycle number N, that is, f(N) =CN − p, by using a negative
power function; they also studied the evolution state of the
long-term cumulative plastic deformation of coarse-
grained soil under cyclic loading and divided the cumu-
lative plastic deformation into four states, including fast
stabilization (p≥ 2), slow stabilization (1<p< 2), slow
failure (0<p≤ 1), and fast failure (p≤ 0), based on the
influence law of the power p on the convergence and di-
vergence of the negative power function. Xiong et al. [6],
based on fractal theory, established a fractal relationship
between the plastic deformation rate and time, proposed
the “fractal dimension method,” and divided the change in
the soil deformation with the load level into fast stabili-
zation and slow stabilization, and slow failure and fast
failure. Regarding the application of soil deformation state
theory, Xiong et al. [6] discussed a method for determining
the thickness of the foundation compression layer for a
non-highly compressible soil foundation based on soil
deformation state control and concluded that for this type
of foundation, the compressive layer thickness corresponds
to the thickness determined by the stress ratio method as
per ψ = 0.2. Li [7] established a design method for shoulder
sheet pile walls based on the soil deformation state control
and proposed that the corner threshold of anchor piles with
fast and stable lateral displacement was approximately
0.1‰ rad for rigid anchor piles. In studies on the design
method for deformation control of deep foundation pits,
Terzaghi et al. [8] proposed a calculation method for ex-
cavation deformation and stability. Yao [9] proposed the
deformation control concept for civil works. Liu et al.
[10, 11] proposed construction methods such as “balance,

symmetry, time limit” to control the deformation of
foundation pits for soft soil areas in Shanghai. Liu et al.
[12, 13] concluded that shortening the exposure time of the
foundation pit soil was the key to controlling the dis-
placement of supporting structures. Jia [14] combined the
engineering practices of deep foundation pits in Shanghai
to solve the deformation control problem of deep foun-
dation pits in saturated soft clay areas. In summary, the
current studies on the design method for deformation
control of deep foundation pits are mainly based on the
selection and rigidity of supporting structures, and the
problem of time-dependent deformation of foundation pits
cannot be effectively solved in the design stage of sup-
porting structures of foundation pits and still requires an
in-depth study.

In a pile-anchor structure for a deep foundation pit, the
horizontal axial force of anchor rods (cables) can balance
the partial earth pressure above the excavation surface
outside the foundation pit, reduce the load level of the
anchorage section of the supporting piles, and improve the
deformation behavior of the supporting piles, thus
achieving the purpose of controlling the lateral deformation
of the foundation pit; therefore, this method has been
widely used in deep foundation pit support engineering.
However, the action of anchor rods (cables) also makes the
stress and deformation of the supporting structure more
complicated [15–17]. Research results in recent years have
shown that [18, 19] the position of the anchor rods (cables)
in a pile-anchor structure, the rigidity of the supporting
structure, and the resistance coefficient of the foundation in
the built-in section have a great impact on the stress and
deformation characteristics of a pile-anchor structure. -e
traditional design method of pile-anchor structures consists
mainly of solving the strength problem of the deep foun-
dation pit soil but fails to effectively solve the deformation
problem in the design stage. In the case of different ex-
cavation depths of a deep foundation pit, anchor piles
produce horizontal deformation at different speeds over
time, which directly affects the stability of the foundation pit
and the safety of surrounding buildings. During con-
struction, the early application of prestressed anchor cables
increases the project cost, while excessively late application
may lead to the destruction of the foundation pit. -ese
technical and engineering problems lie at the core of pit
pile-anchor structure design for deep foundation pits. -e
construction of deep foundation pits is characterized by a
large quantity of engineering supplies and high cost and has
become the key to managing project progress, guaranteeing
project quality, and reducing project costs. -erefore, it is
important to summarize the existing technical achieve-
ments of deep foundation pit support engineering, study the
design method of pile-anchor structures for deep founda-
tion pits based on deformation state control, and determine
the checkpoint which plays a key role in the soil de-
formation state control of deep foundation pits and the
stress level control of the soil in the anchorage section of
anchor piles to provide a strong theoretical and practical
reference for the design method of deformation control of
deep foundation pits.
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2. Basic Expression of the Deformation State
Design Method

2.1. Basic Stress Model. -e basic stress model can be
established based on the stress characteristics of pile-anchor
structures of deep foundation pits, as shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Expression of the Design Method

2.2.1. Earth Pressure Ea above the Excavation Surface of the
Foundation Pit. -e earth pressure strength eai and resultant
force Ea above the excavation surface of the foundation pit
are determined in accordance with JGJ120-2012 Technical
Specification for Retaining and Protection of Building
Foundation Excavations, as shown in

Ea � 
i�1

n

eai. (1)

2.2.2. Horizontal Reaction Force Fh of the Anchor Rod (Cable)
Fulcrum. -e horizontal reaction force Fh of the elastic
fulcrum within the calculated width of the anchor rod
(cable) is determined in accordance with JGJ120-2012
Technical Specification for Retaining and Protection of
Building Foundation Excavations, as shown in

Fh � kR vR − vR0(  + Ph, (2)

where kR is the stiffness coefficient of the fulcrum (kN/m), vR

is the horizontal displacement at the fulcrum (m), vR0 is the
initial horizontal displacement of the fulcrum (m), and Ph is
the normal prestressing in the calculated width of the
retaining structure (kN).

2.2.3. Shear Force Q0 and Bending Moment M0 of the Sup-
porting Pile at the Bottom of the Foundation Pit. -e shear
force and bending moment of the supporting pile at the
bottom of the foundation pit are determined based on the
earth pressure and resultant force Ea above the excavation
surface of the foundation pit and the horizontal reaction force
Fh of the anchor rod (cable), as shown in equations (3) and (4):

Q0 � Eaba − 
i�1

n

Fhi, (3)

M0 � Eahba − 

i�1

n

Fhihi, (4)

where ba is the horizontal spacing of the supporting pile (m).

2.2.4. Internal Force of the Built-in Section of the Supporting
Pile. -e internal force of the built-in section of the sup-
porting pile is calculated by the elastic foundation beam
method. -e deformation differential equation of the elastic
foundation beam given in Reference [15] is shown in
equation (5), while the differential equation in References
[20, 21] is shown in equation (6):

EI
d4x
dy4 + ksxb0 − ea(z) � 0, (5)

EI
d4x
dy4 + ksxb0 � 0, (6)

where EI is the flexural rigidity of the pile (kN·m2), ks is the
ground-level reaction coefficient (kN/m3), b0 is the calcu-
lated width of the pile (m), x is the horizontal displacement
at the calculation point (m), ea(z) is the active earth pressure
outside the foundation pit at the calculation point (kN/m).

-e difference between equations (5) and (6) lies in
whether the active earth pressure outside the foundation pit is
included in the differential equation of deformation. -is
factor should be considered from the mechanism of the soil
reaction. -e fundamental cause of the soil reaction is the
unbalanced force on both sides of the supporting pile. Under
the action of the unbalanced force, the displacement of the
elastic foundation beam causes soil deformation inside the
foundation pit of the supporting piles, forming a reaction
pressure, so the differential equation of the deformation of the
elastic foundation beam has essentially taken into account the
active earth pressure outside the foundation pit. In this regard,
the differential equation of equation (6) is reasonable. Based
on the power series solution of equation (6), the horizontal
displacement x, rotation angle ϕ, bending moment M, and
shear forceQ at any cross-section of the pile body in the built-
in section can be obtained as shown in the following equation:

x � x0A1 +
ϕ0
α

B1 +
M0

α2EI
C1 +

Q0

α3EI
D1,

ϕ � α x0A2 +
ϕ0
α

B2 +
M0

α2EI
C2 +

Q0

α3EI
D2 ,

M � α2EI x0A3 +
ϕ0
α

B3 +
M0

α2EI
C3 +

Q0

α3EI
D3 ,

Q � α3EI x0A4 +
ϕ0

α
B4 +

M0

α2EI
C4 +

Q0

α3EI
D4 ,
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⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)
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Figure 1: Stress mode diagram of a pile-anchor structure.
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where Ai, Bi, Ci, andDi are the coefficients determined under
the boundary conditions.

2.2.5. Soil Reaction of the Built-in Section of the Supporting
Pile inside the Foundation Pit. -e soil reaction ps of the
built-in section is calculated by the “m” method, as shown in
the following equation:

ps � ksx � myx, (8)

wherem is the proportionality coefficient of the soil reaction
(kN/m4) and y is the depth from the calculation point to the
foundation pit bottom (m).

2.2.6. Bearing Capacity of the Soil Deformation State in the
Built-in Section of the Foundation Pit. Based on the stress
mode of the pile-anchor structure and the actionmechanism
of the soil reaction of the built-in section inside the foun-
dation pit, it can be considered that the limit state of the soil
reaction of the built-in section should be the passive earth
pressure ep in the built-in section of the foundation pit, as
shown in the following equation:

psmax � ep � cy tan 2 45∘ +
φ
2

  + 2c tan 45∘ +
φ
2

 . (9)

Based on the deformation state strength parameter of
equation (10) and the control objective that the soil in the
built-in section inside the foundation pit is controlled in a
slow stabilization state, the bearing capacity p(2)

s can be
obtained when the soil deformation in the built-in section
inside the foundation pit is in a slow stabilization state, as
shown in the following equation:

p
(2)
s � cy tan2 45∘ +

φ(2)

2
  + 2c

(2) tan 45∘ +
φ(2)

2
 ,

(10)

where c(2) and φ(2) are strength parameters corresponding to
the slow stabilization state.

2.2.7. Evaluation of the Deformation State of the Built-in
Section inside the Foundation Pit. For the soil reaction ps of
the built-in section of the supporting pile calculated as per
equation (9) and the bearing capacity p(2)

s calculated as per
equation (10) when the soil deformation of the built-in
section is in a slow stabilization state, if ps ≤p(2)

s at the
checkpoint, the soil deformation is in a slow stabilization
state.

3. Calculation and Analysis of
Engineering Cases

3.1. Project Overview. -e pile-anchor structure for deep
foundation pits in a large-scale project is selected as a cal-
culation example. In this project, the excavation depth of the
foundation pit is 23.6m, the length of the supporting pile is
8.9m, and the groundwater level after dewatering is 24.1m
below the ground. -ere are four prestressed anchor cables,
with an angle of 15° to the horizontal direction, a horizontal

spacing of 2.2m, a specification of 1× 7φs15.2, and a
standard strength of 1860MPa. -e supporting pile is 1.2m
in diameter and is poured with C30 reinforced concrete,
with the calculation cross-section shown in Figure 2. -e
main stratum distribution and physical and mechanical
parameters are shown in Table 1, and the parameters of each
anchor cable are shown in Table 2.

3.2. Analysis of the Results of an Example Calculation.
-e horizontal axial force of each prestressed anchor cable
and the bending moment M0 and shear force Q0 of the
supporting pile at the foundation pit bottom are calculated
by the elastic fulcrum method, as shown in Table 3. Spe-
cifically, the proportionality coefficient m1 of the soil re-
action coefficient of the dense pebble layer is 2.8×104 kN/
m4, and the proportionality coefficient m2 of moderately
weathered mudstones is 4×104 kN/m4.

According to equation (7) and assuming that the bottom
of the supporting pile is hinged, the soil reaction and the
lateral displacement of the supporting pile in the built-in
section of the foundation pit can be calculated, as shown in
Figure 3. -e proportionality coefficient m of the soil re-
action coefficient inside the foundation pit is taken as the
conversion value of two soil layers, as shown in the following
equation:

m �
m1h

2
1 + m2 2h1 + h2( h2

h2 , (11)

where m1 and m2 are the proportionality coefficients of the
soil reaction coefficients of the first and second soil layers,
respectively, kN/m4; h1 and h2 are the thickness of the first
and second soil layers, respectively, m; and h is the built-in
depth, m.

-e proportionality coefficient m of the soil reaction
coefficient between the dense pebble layer and the moder-
ately weathered mudstone layer calculated from equation
(11) is approximately 3.8×104 kN/m4.

As seen from Figure 3, the soil reaction inside the
foundation pit is nonlinearly distributed along the depth. -e
main action range of the soil reaction is approximately 5m
below the bottom of the foundation pit, the position of the
maximum soil reaction is approximately 2m from the
foundation pit bottom, and the ratio of the soil reaction to the
depth of the built-in section at 8.9m is approximately 0.22.

If the shear stress τ and τf (in the state of complete
failure) are expressed in dimensionless form, that is, λ� τ/τf,
the physical meaning of λ is the shear stress level of the soil,
and the difference in the shear stress level also represents the
different deformation states of the soil. In practical engi-
neering applications, the limit strength of the soil is generally
expressed by Mohr’s stress circle. According to Vyalov [1],
the limit deviatoric stress inMohr’s stress circle is reduced as
per the deviatoric stress level λ to obtain the strength pa-
rameters ci and φi of the soil deformation state corre-
sponding to the deviatoric stress level. -erefore, the
deformation state strength parameters corresponding to the
different stress levels λi of the built-in section inside the
foundation pit are as shown in Table 4.
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According to the deformation state strength parameters
in equation (10) and Table 4, the relationship between the
soil deformation state bearing capacity p(i)

s of the built-in
section and the soil reaction ps of the built-in section of
supporting pile is obtained as shown in Figure 4.

As seen from Figure 4, at a depth of 0− (1/3)hd below the
bottom of the foundation pit, the soil reaction inside the
foundation pit reaches the passive earth pressure at the
corresponding depth, forming a plastic zone with a stress
level ranging from 30% to 100%; however, in the range of
(1/3)hd-hd below the bottom of the foundation pit, the soil
reaction is small and approximately equal to 0%–30% of the
stress level λi.

3.3. Discussion on the Results of the Example Calculation and
Determination of the Checkpoint. To further analyze the
influence of the soil strength parameters on the stressing and
deformation of the built-in section of the supporting pile
under different stress levels, the internal friction angle φ is
taken as a variable, as shown in Table 5, and the built-in
section is composed of nonclayey soil of a single stratum.
-e curve of the relationship between the soil reaction of the
built-in section of the supporting pile and the deformation
state bearing capacity under different stress levels is obtained
as shown in Figure 5.

As seen from Figure 5, as the internal friction angle φ
decreases, the soil strength of the built-in section inside the
foundation pit decreases, and the plastic zone of the soil in
the built-in section gradually expands from (0–0.14)hd
below the bottom of the foundation pit to (0–0.34)hd (hd is
the length of the built-in section). Nevertheless, from the
view of the area of the distribution pattern of soil reaction
and limit passive earth pressure, the resultant earth re-
action ps of the built-in section is still smaller than the
resultant passive earth pressure Ep. For example, when φ is
15°, the resultant soil reaction ps is approximately
680.7 kN/m, accounting for only 39% of Ep ≈ 1614.4 kN/m.
-us, the requirement that “the resultant soil reaction shall
not be greater than passive earth pressure” in JGJ120-2012
Technical Specification for Retaining and Protection of
Building Foundation Excavations is not exhaustive or is
ambiguous. On the premise of meeting this requirement, it
is still necessary to limit the plastic zone development depth
of the soil in the built-in section of the foundation pit, that
is, the maximum development depth of the plastic zone
shall not be greater than (1/3)hd. In addition, (1/3)hd can be
taken as the checkpoint of the soil deformation state
bearing capacity.

By taking the position (1/3)hd below the bottom of the
foundation pit taken as the soil deformation control posi-
tion, the relationship between the earth reaction pressure ps

at (1/3)hd and the corresponding stress level λi at different
internal friction angles can be obtained based on the
principle that the earth reaction pressure ps is equal to the
deformation bearing capacity p(i)

s , as shown in Figure 6.
As seen from Figure 6, as the decrease in the internal

friction angle φ decreases, the corresponding stress level of
the soil reaction at (1/3)hd below the bottom of the foun-
dation pit gradually increases, and ps decreases first and then
decreases with an increasing stress level. -e stress level
corresponding to the maximum soil reaction is in the range
of 30%–60%. According to the change trend of the lateral
displacement and stress level of the supporting pile, the
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Figure 2: Diagram for calculation of the pile-anchor structure
(unit: m).

Table 1: Physical and mechanical parameters of main stratum soil.

Soil layer -ickness
(m)

c

(kN/m3)
c

(kPa)
φ
(°)

Es1-2
(MPa)

Clay 8.6 19.0 38.4 19.1 6.5
Silty clay 1.6 19.1 21.7 20.0 5.8
Slightly medium-
dense pebbles 4.8 22.0 — 31.0 17

Dense pebbles 13.5 23.6 — 40.0 40.0
Moderately
weathered mudstones — 24.7 300.0 33.0 —

Table 2: Parameters of each anchor cable.

Cable no. Free section
lf (m)

Anchorage section
la (m) Prestress (kN)

1 12 13 300
2 10 12 350
3 7.5 12.5 350
4 6.5 12.5 300

Table 3: Axial force of anchor cable and internal force of sup-
porting pile at the foundation pit bottom.

Cable no. 1 2 3 4
Horizontal axial force (kN) 451 691 792 574

Internal force of the supporting
pile at the foundation pit bottom

Bending
moment M0

417 kNm

Shear force
Q0

730 kN

Advances in Civil Engineering 5



lateral displacement increases with increasing stress level,
and when the stress level is more than 30%–60%, the range of
the lateral displacement range is obviously increased. -e
curve of the pile lateral displacement and stress level has a
characteristic point of curvature, which reflects the funda-
mental change in the lateral displacement of the pile. To
further reflect the change in the pile lateral displacement
with the stress level, the relation curve between the relative
growth rate of the pile lateral displacement and the stress
level can be obtained, as shown in Figure 7.

As seen from Figure 7, the relative growth rate of the pile
lateral displacement increases rapidly when the stress level λi
is equal to or greater than (30%–60%), reflecting that the soil
deformation in the built-in section of the foundation pit
tends to cause failure. -us, when the stress level λi is
(30%–60%), the soil deformation in the built-in section is in
the critical state of slow stabilization and failure. -is state is
considered to coincide with the conclusion that the soil is in
the critical state of slow stabilization when the stress level
obtained by the indoor triaxial test, direct shear test and unit
model test on the soil deformation state as carried out in
references [6, 22, 23] is 30%–60%.

In this section, the variation law of depth with the stress
level in the plastic zone of the soil in the anchorage section of
the anchor pile is calculated and discussed through an en-
gineering example, and the position of the checkpoint for the

soil deformation state bearing capacity in the anchorage
section is determined.

4. Numerical Simulation Analysis

4.1. Simulation Purpose and Parameter Selection. -e finite
element numerical analysis is used to further explain and
verify the position of the checkpoint. -e purpose of the
finite element numerical analysis is to verify the variation
law of the plastic zone development range at different in-
ternal friction angles of the soil in the built-in section, thus
further verifying the unified combination of the plastic zone
development depth and the position of the bearing capacity
checkpoint of the soil deformation state and providing a
reliable basis for checking the design calculations.

To verify the accuracy of the theoretical calculation, a
numerical analysis is conducted using the Dutch Plaxis finite
element program, and the results are compared with those of
the theoretical calculation. -e soil layer of the anchorage
section is selected as the main soil for the model. -e ex-
ternal load above the foundation pit bottom is equally ap-
plied to the upper part of the model. -e parameters of the
soil layer outside the foundation pit are shown in Table 6,
and the mechanical parameters of the pile row are shown in
Table 7. Different internal friction angles are considered for
the soil inside the foundation pit. To avoid the deep
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Figure 3: Soil reaction of the built-in section and lateral displacement of the supporting pile.

Table 4: Strength parameters of the soil deformation state corresponding to different stress levels.

Soil layer λi 10% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Dense pebbles c
(i)
1 (kPa) 0 0 0 0 0 0
φ(i)
1 (°) 8.8 15.3 24.7 31.3 36.2 40

Moderately weathered mudstone c
(i)
2 (kPa) 49.6 90.9 158 212.4 259 300
φ(i)
2 (°) 6.1 11.1 18.9 24.7 29.3 33
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displacement of the foundation, the substratum foundation
is set as an elastic body.

4.2. Establishment of the Analytical Model. -e basic model
of numerical calculation is shown in Figure 8. In detail, the
distributed load q outside the foundation pit corresponds to
the geostatic stress of the soil layer above the foundation pit
bottom in the calculation example. -e shear force at the top
of the pile row arises from the difference between the
prestress of the anchor cable and the active earth pressure
outside the foundation pit. Considering that if the shear
force is treated as a concentrated load, the stress will be
concentrated on the top of the pile row and affect the
analysis result, the shear force is therefore made equivalent
to an inverted triangular distribution form and is distributed
along the full length of the pile row in the anchorage section.
-e bending moment at the top of the pile row is the dif-
ference between the prestress of the anchor cable, the active
earth pressure outside the foundation pit and the point of
action of the resultant force.

4.3.Analysis of theNumericalCalculationResults. -e aim of
this numerical analysis is to determine the plastic zone
development range of the soil in the anchorage section inside
the foundation pit at different internal friction angles. In the
finite element numerical analysis, the plastic zone concep-
tually means that the soil enters the plastic state in part or in
whole when the stress state at a certain point of the soil
exceeds the strength envelope of the soil itself. When the soil
mass reaches the plastic state, a plastic zone emerges.
According to the concept of the plastic zone, the develop-
ment depth of the plastic zone for anchor piles can be ac-
curately evaluated by extracting the horizontal (normal)
stress of the interface around the pile. Specifically, as shown
in Figure 9, in the finite element numerical analysis, it is
necessary to set an interface element around a pile structure
to ensure the coordinated deformation of the pile and soil.

As the anchoring section inside the foundation pit
generates a passive earth pressure under the outside earth
pressure, the interfacial normal stress is consistent with the
passive earth pressure. -erefore, by comparing the
extracted interfacial normal stress with the theoretical value
of the Rankine passive earth pressure, if the interfacial
normal stress is greater than or equal to the Rankine the-
oretical value, a plastic failure zone forms.

4.4. Analysis of the Plastic Zone Development Range in the
Anchorage Section. With the internal friction angle φ as a
variable, the interfacial normal stress inside the foundation
pit of the anchorage section is extracted in a numerical
simulation and compared with the Rankine theoretical
value, as shown in Figure 10.

As seen from Figure 10(a), when φ� 15°, the stress level
of the soil in the anchorage section reaches 100% in the
depth range of 0–3.7m below the bottom of the foundation
pit. -erefore, it can be determined that the maximum
plastic zone development depth of the soil in the anchorage
section is approximately 0.42 times the length of the an-
chorage section, and the soil inside the foundation pit es-
sentially reaches the limit state. -e distribution of plastic
failure points obtained by numerical calculation is shown in
Figure 11.

As seen from Figure 10(b), when φ� 20°, the stress level
of the soil in the anchorage section reaches 100% in the
depth range of 0–3.4m below the bottom of the foundation
pit. -erefore, it can be determined that the maximum
plastic zone development depth of the soil in the anchorage
section is approximately 0.38 times the length of the an-
chorage section, and the soil inside the foundation pit es-
sentially reaches the limit state. -e distribution of plastic
failure points obtained by numerical calculation is shown in
Figure 12.

As seen from Figure 10(c), when φ� 25°, the stress level
of the soil in the anchorage section reaches 100% in the
depth range of 0–4m below the bottom of the foundation
pit. -erefore, it can be determined that the maximum
plastic zone development depth of the soil in the anchorage
section is approximately 0.56 times the length of the an-
chorage section, and the soil inside the foundation pit
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Figure 4: Curve of the relationship between the deformation state
bearing capacity p(i)

s and the soil reaction ps.

Table 5: Internal friction angle φ of the soil.

No. a b c d e f g

φ (°) 45 40 35 30 25 20 15
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Figure 5: Continued.
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Figure 5: Soil reaction and deformation state bearing capacity of the built-in section at different internal friction angles: (a) φ� 45°,
(b) φ� 40°, (c) φ� 35°, (d) φ� 30°, (e) φ� 25°, (f ) φ� 20°, and (g) φ� 15°.
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essentially reaches the limit state. -e distribution of plastic
failure points obtained by numerical calculation is shown in
Figure 13.

As seen from Figure 10(d), when φ� 30°, the stress level
of the soil in the anchorage section reaches 100% in the
depth range of 0–3m below the bottom of the foundation
pit. -erefore, it can be determined that the maximum
plastic zone development depth of the soil in the anchorage
section is approximately 0.33 times the length of the an-
chorage section. -e distribution of plastic failure points
obtained by numerical calculation is shown in Figure 14.

As seen from Figure 10(e), when φ� 35°, the stress level
of the soil in the anchorage section reaches 100% in the
depth range of 0–2.8m below the bottom of the foundation
pit. -erefore, it can be determined that the maximum
plastic zone development depth of the soil in the anchorage
section is approximately 0.31 times the length of the an-
chorage section. -e distribution of plastic failure points
obtained by numerical calculation is shown in Figure 15.

As seen from Figure 10(f ), when φ� 40°, the stress level
of the soil in the anchorage section reaches 100% in the
depth range of 0–2m below the bottom of the foundation
pit. -erefore, it can be determined that the maximum
plastic zone development depth of the soil in the anchorage
section is approximately 0.22 times the length of the
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Table 6: Physical and mechanical parameters of the model soil.

Name of the
soil layer

Nonclayey soil
(inside

the foundation pit)

Nonclayey soil
(outside the

foundation pit)

Substratum
foundation

Layer
thickness
(m)

10 10 30

Unit weight
c (kN/m3) 24 24 24

Constitutive
model M-C M-C M-C

Cohesion c
(kPa) 1 1 —

Internal
friction
angle φ (°)

15∼45 40 —

Elastic
modulus E
(MPa)

30 30 100

Poisson‘s
ratio υur

0.3 0.3 —

Interfacial
strength
reduction
factor Rinter

0.9 0.9 —

Table 7: Mechanical parameters of the pile row.

Parameter Pile diameter (m) Rigidity of the
section (EA)

Flexural rigidity
(EI)

Value 1.2 1.5×107 1.8×106

Outside of foundation pit Inside of foundation pit 

Substratum foundation 

q = 497kN

Figure 8: Basic finite element analysis model.
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Figure 10: Continued.
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Figure 10: Continued.
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anchorage section. -e distribution of plastic failure points
obtained by numerical calculation is shown in Figure 16.

As seen from Figure 10(g), when φ� 45°, the stress level
of the soil in the anchorage section reaches 100% in the

depth range of 0–1.6m below the bottom of the foundation
pit. -erefore, it can be determined that the maximum
plastic zone development depth of the soil in the anchorage

4.037m

11.06m

Figure 11: Distribution of failure points inside the foundation pit
at φ� 15°.
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11.79m 

Figure 12: Distribution of failure points inside the foundation pit
at φ� 20°.
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Figure 13: Distribution of failure points inside the foundation pit
at φ� 25°.
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Figure 14: Distribution of failure points inside the foundation pit
at φ� 30°.
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Figure 10: Range of the plastic zone at different internal friction angles φ: (a) φ� 15°, (b) φ� 20°, (c) φ� 25°, (d) φ� 30°, (e) φ� 35°, (f ) φ� 40°,
and (g) φ� 45°.
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section is approximately 0.18 times the length of the an-
chorage section. -e distribution of plastic failure points
obtained by numerical calculation is shown in Figure 17.

-e relationship between the plastic zone development
depth obtained by numerical calculation and the internal
friction angle is shown in Figure 18.

Since the stress level at the internal friction angle of 45°
essentially represents the limit value of most nonclayey soil,
the internal friction angles of 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°, 35°, and 40°
correspond to a reduction coefficient λi of 63%, 52%, 40%,
29%, and 9%, respectively.-erefore, based on the reduction
coefficient of 30%–60% in the slowly stable deformation
state, it is reasonable to take (1/3)hd below the bottom of the
foundation pit as the checkpoint of the bearing capacity in
the slow stabilization state.

5. Evaluation of Social and Economic Benefits

-e study of the design method for the deformation state
control of the pile-anchor structure of a deep foundation pit
is carried out to control the deformation of the foundation
pit and its development over time at the design stage and
ensure the safety of the foundation pit and surrounding
buildings (structures). -e economic and social benefits of
the study are as follows:

5.1. Analysis of Social Benefits. Based on the checkpoint of
the bearing capacity for the slow deformation state in the
passive zone of the foundation pit, the deformation of the
foundation pit can be controlled purposefully and effectively
and stabilized, and the safety of the foundation pit and
surrounding buildings (structures) is improved, providing a
social benefit.

5.2. Analysis of Economic Benefits. -e original design is
optimized based on the checkpoint of the bearing capacity
for the slow deformation state in the passive zone of the
foundation pit to reduce the engineering cost. Specifically, in
engineering design, the embedded depth of piles and the
length of anchor rods (cables) can be reduced to reduce the
overall cost and bring prominent economic benefits. In
addition, the lateral deformation of the foundation pit is
controllable, and safety and stability can be ensured.

In summary, the design method for the deformation
state control of pile-anchor structures can greatly reduce the
engineering cost while ensuring the stability and safety of
foundation pits.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the design method for the pile-anchor
structure of a deep foundation pit based on deformation
design is established based on the strength parameters of the
soil deformation state and the stress mode of the pile-anchor
structure. Furthermore, a method for unifying the limit
value of the soil plastic development and the checkpoint of
the soil deformation state in the passive zone of the deep

5.391m 

1.839m

Figure 17: Distribution of failure points inside the foundation pit
at φ� 45°.
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Figure 18: Relationship between the plastic zone development
depth and internal friction angle.
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foundation pit is proposed. -e key technologies and the
main conclusions are as follows:

(1) Key technology: this paper expounds the expression
of a design method for deformation state control of
the pile-anchor structure, the determination and
value of key parameters in the design method of
deformation state control, and the determination of
the checkpoint of the deformation state bearing
capacity.

(2) -e example calculation shows that with a decreasing
internal friction angle φ, the soil strength of the built-
in section inside the foundation pit decreases, the
plastic zone range of the soil in the built-in section
gradually expands, and the maximum development
depth of the plastic zone is extended from 0.11hd
below the bottom of foundation pit to 0.33hd (hd is
the length of the built-in section). In addition, the
requirement that “the resultant soil reaction shall not
be greater than passive earth pressure” in JGJ120-
2012 Technical Specification for Retaining and Pro-
tection of Building Foundation Excavations is slightly
ambiguous. In view of the requirements for the
deformation state control of a deep foundation pit,
while the soil in the built-in section inside the
foundation pit meets this requirement, the devel-
opment depth of the plastic zone should still be
limited to no more than (1/3)hd, and (1/3)hd can be
taken as the checkpoint of the soil deformation state.

(3) In view of the characteristics of deep foundation pit
support engineering, the soil in the built-in section
inside the foundation pit should be controlled in a
slow stabilization state. In combination with the stress
mode of the pile-anchor structure and the strength
parameters of the soil deformation state, a design
method for the pile-anchor structure when the soil
deformation in the built-in section is in a slow sta-
bilization state is established. Moreover, the stress
level threshold λ(2) corresponding to the slow stabi-
lization state is determined as 30%–60% based on the
curve characteristics of the relationship between the
soil deformation in the built-in section (1/3)hd below
the bottom of the foundation pit and the stress level.

(4) Based on the stress mode and deformation control
requirements of the anchorage section of the pile-
anchor structure and the Mohr–Coulomb strength
criterion, the deformation state control design
method of the pile-anchor structure is established by
taking the deformation state bearing capacity at (1/3)
hd of the length of the anchorage section below the
bottom of the foundation pit as the checkpoint and
the corresponding stress level threshold λ(2) of the
slow stabilization state.
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